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EMP Products



Barcode Scanning
EMP Tech Group brings you the industry leading products for your barcode scanning applications. Our prod-
ucts include handheld barcode scanners, imagers, direct part mark readers, wearables, cordless scanners and 
barcode verifiers. 

Handheld Scanners

Fixed Mount Scanners

DS8100 DS3600

RS507

DataMan 470DataMan 300/360

Wearables

RS6000

DS9908

DataMan 260 ID-40
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Barcode Verification
Barcode verification is the only way to test that your barcodes are printing and scanning correctly and that they 
comply with industry standards. With Microscan barcode verifiers, you can be confident in the accuracy and 
quality of your barcodes.  

RFID
Let our team implement RFID into your existing processes, or as a standalone asset tracking tool. Our experi-
enced staff will help take the mystery out of RFID, and guide your decision making when evaluating if RFID is 
the right technology for your needs.

ALR-F800 ALR-9650 FX9600

LVS-9510 LVS-9570

LVS-9580 LVS-7510

MC3300R
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Printers
Whatever your printing needs, EMP Tech Group has the right equipment to meet them. We sell, service and 
support stationary and mobile thermal printers. From high-performance applications to low volume and color 
printing, we offer fast reliable printers for any size job.  

Industrial Printers

Mobile Printers

Automated Labeling

ZT410ZD500 ZT610 VP7050

ZQ500Qln420 Mounting AccessoriesZQ600
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Printer Media and Parts
We carry a full catalog of label printer supplies, including stock labels, RFID tags, printer ribbon, printheads and 
printer parts. Our customer service team is here to help you make the best selection of materials for your partic-
ular equipment, budget, and labeling application.  

Media

Printheads Ribbon Printer Parts
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Printer Parts



Mobile Computers
Our mobile computing line-up includes the latest rugged devices for your mobile computing tasks. We offer 
compact Windows Embedded and Android devices, which are available with built-in barcode and RFID reading 
capabilities.  

Handheld Mobile Computers

Tablets

TC8000 TC70/75

MC9200 WT6000

Vehicle Mounted Computers

ET50/55
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Wireless LAN
Grow your business by investing in your wireless infrastructure. Get the coverage, speed and reliability that will 
keep your workforce moving. Our technicians are trained in the most efficient methods to lay out and install 
your wireless network. Combining leading wireless technology with our hands-on technical services makes for a 
winning installation

WiNG AP 7662e

WiNG AP 7632e

WiNG AP 7632i
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Machine Vision
Automate your manufacturing process and improve quality by integrating a machine vision system into your 
production line. These systems are excellent for inspecting parts, verifying quantity and ensuring correct marks 
and labeling.

Smart Cameras

PC Vision

3D Systems

HAWK 4000 In-Sight 7000 MicroHAWK Cameras

Microscan Visionscape Cognex VisionPro

In-Sight Laser Profiler/3D
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Direct Part Mark
When labeling your product is out of the question, EMP Tech Group has your direct part marking solutions. 
We are proud to carry the full line of marking products from Matthews Marking Systems, including inkjet, fiber 
laser, and CO2 laser systems. 

VIAjet L-Series

e-SolarMark Fiber

Handheld and Fixed-Mount DPM Readers

VIAjet T-SeriesVIAjet V-SeriesC84+
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Mobile Power
Innovative battery powered mobile workstations and non-powered carts are designed to make high-volume bar-
code printers, computers, scanners, scales and other equipment truly mobile—enabling you to perform your task 
or operation anywhere in a facility.

Axcess 6000 Axcess 6100

New Lightweight PowerSwap Nucleus from Newcastle

Automated Dispensers
Apex Automated Locker Systems for warehouses are intelligent, Internet-based devices that require employees 
to check out, check in, and recharge your mission-critical handhelds—dramatically reducing replacement costs, 
misplaced or missing equipment, and downtime. No more wasted “walk and wait” time due to dead batteries and 
searching for lost and misplaced devices. No more lost productivity.
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Software
EMP will help you select the right software to suit your business needs. We offer a range of off the shelf software 
from our partners, along with custom and semi-custom programming to bring the best software solutions to our 
customers. To get your employees up to speed, we offer comprehensive training classses.
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Bar Code Sample Sheet

1D Bar Codes

14141 99999 66

slim51 93 edoCslim21 A CPU

12345678 12345678

Code 128 15mils

2D Bar Codes Data Matrix

Data Matrix 10mils Data Matrix 20mils Data Matrix 30mils

2D Bar Codes Other

slim01 714 FDPslim02 edoC RQslim02 edoC cetzA

All 2D bar codes in this section say: EMP Tech Group 17450 Tiller Court West�eld IN 46074

GS1 Code 128 10mils

(01) 0 0614141 99999 6 (10) ABCEDF123456 (21) 654321FEDCBA

EMP Tech

Code 128 50mils

WWW.EMPTECHGROUP.COM


